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Abstract
The paper presents an interactive painting system for
generating high quality and artistic calligraphy
characters and black ink paintings. The system is based
on our original algorithm that is unique in physically
simulating the dynamic diffusion of liquid ink into
absorbent painting paper. The algorithm creates
remarkably realistic strokes efficiently. For rendering 20
strokes in different size, it takes only 30 seconds on a
personal computer, fast enough for interactive
performance. By using this system, the users can create
realistic strokes with delicate “nijimi”-rendering,
“kasure”-rendering effects, which are essential to black
ink painting and modern calligraphy.

1. Introduction
In recent years, people show great interest in
non-photo-realistic systems, such as picture re-touching
software, illustration generators, and digital painting
systems. These systems have abundant functional filters,
infinite range of colors, and various painting brushes to
represent the materials and rendering effects of fine arts.
This paper presents a new system for generating
quality black ink paintings and artistic calligraphy words.
Black ink paintings differ from oil- and watercolorpaintings in several aspects. Firstly, a black ink painting
usually consists of a few well-placed strokes. Overlapping
of strokes is not often and white spaces are necessary and
meaningful. Secondly, in black ink paintings the emphasis
is in the quality of each stroke as well as in that of the
entirety. Artists usually draw each stroke in one sweep
without re-touching. In the case of oil paintings or
watercolors, it is difficult to clearly distinguish one stroke
to another, artists often use strokes work as a group and
overlay strokes to get a desired form or color.

Fig.1 "Lei-rou (getting old gently)" A copy of the
original art work drawn by a prestigious Japanese
artist, Mitsuo Aida.
For drawing high quality and impressive strokes in
one sweep, many techniques have been developed
traditionally. The most remarkable techniques include the
change of gray tones, diffusion of ink into absorbent
painting paper (called "nijimi-rendering effect"), and
brush un-touching (called "kasure-rendering effect"). Our
research has been armed to simulating the nijimi
rendering effect so as to create high quality strokes with
rich and delicate variations.
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Nijimi-rendering is caused by the diffusion of liquid
ink into absorbent paper. It is a natural subtle and forked
blurring area around the boundary of an original stroke to
which liquid ink was directly applied. A nijimi stroke is
consisted of two areas: the original stroke area and the
surrounding nijimi area. The nijimi area illustrates
delicate variation in pixel intensity and irregular heathery
texture. Physically, nijimi is a complex hydrodynamic
percolation phenomenon. It is determined by the fabric
structure of painting paper and special characteristics of
liquid ink.
Fig.1 gives an example of practical modern art of
calligraphy, which has nijimi and kasure-rendering on its
strokes. If there are none of them, the art is out off strength
and loses its beauties. With previous published painting
systems to the best of the authors’ knowledge, it is
difficult to generate such quality brush strokes.
Fig. 2 gives an example created by using our system.
It is an imitation of Fig. 1. For defining the outlines of the
strokes in Fig.2, Aida's work was used as a reference. Our
system has taken only about 30 seconds in rendering the
whole strokes. We have not use any other editing, picture
re-touching, or computer-assisted techniques. A
comparison has proved that our strokes are quite realistic.

paintings. However, we have conducted many
experiments by using the software based on these
previously published researches to draw black ink
painting, but they have failed to produce a satisfactory
result. The reason is due to the painting materials (black
ink and absorbent paper) that are quite different from what
used in oil- and watercolor- paintings. Another reason is
due to the limitation of using bitmap based strokes.

1.1 The related previous works
There have been many researches on digital
representation of brush strokes. Greene’s drawing prism
[6] was the most early interactive devices for changing a
physically draw action to a digital stroke in computer.
Strassmann [12] proposed the first mathematical
model for representing brush strokes. His model made it
possible to flexibly control stroke shapes and to render
strokes according to the distribution of liquid ink on
brushes. Other methods [1, 8, 10] using Bezier functions
to represent strokes built primitive foundation for
synthesizing strokes in arbitrary shapes. These previous
researches had great influence on the succeeding
approaches on synthesizing calligraphy words [4, 14],
Chinese landscape paintings [13], and 3D strokes [11].
Fractal Design's Painter [2] and Hertzmann’s painting
system [7] provided several types of bitmap brushes and
paper textures, which represent the roughness of paper
surface. These bitmap brushes and paper textures are
considered a good solution for watercolor- and oil-

Fig.2 An Fig. 1, An imitation of Fig.1, created by
using our painting system
Kunii
and
Nosovskij
[9]
proposed
a
multi-dimensional diffusion method for simulating the
specific features of intensity distribution in nijimi images.
Such accurate simulation is important for investigating
the physical phenomenon, imposing high calculation cost
for rendering strokes in complex shapes. Hence, it is not
for real time rendering.
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A basic idea of synthesizing nijimi-rendering based on
a generated fiber mesh was proposed early by Guo and
Kunii [3]. Their weakness was realized not being able to
evaluating the interaction between fiber mesh and liquid
ink diffusion appropriately, and their results were far
away from realistic.
This paper presents our novel and original algorithm
for representing the nijimi rendering effect. The algorithm
is remarkable in its results to produce highly realistic
nijimi images. This is made possible by physically
simulating the dynamic process of liquid ink flowing in
digital fiber meshes. The algorithm is also very efficient.
On a personal computer, it needs an average 1.5 to 2
seconds to render one stroke. This is fast enough for
carrying out interactive performance. Another remarkable
point is the composition of nijimi and kasure in rendering
one stroke. We render a stroke with nijimi at the starting
part, as if a virtual brush moving over the stroke, and
change to render the stroke with kasure. This results in
natural and dynamic strokes that have not been obtained
by using any other software. Here we will focus our
description only on the nijimi rendering algorithm.

2. Drawing a black ink painting with using
the present system
We provided a simple interface to the users for
inputting strokes, selecting rendering mode, and setting
values for rendering parameters. We use a mouse device
to pick control points to define a boundary for a stroke.
We use the edit function to move/remove control points so
as to get an exactly desired formation. Each stroke is
defined by two boundary wire-lines with the picked
control points on them. As shown in Fig.3-(a), we defined
12 strokes for painting a dog.
The next step is to specify rendering mode and set
parameters for each stoke. Rendering parameters include
paper absorbency, paper type, ink density, ink quantity,
drawing speed, and brush size. We have selected to use the
only nijimi mode to render the dog’s back for showing its
soft hairs. For the dog’s chest line and collar, we have
used the composition mode of nijimi and kasure. Kasure
strokes give more strength and activity to the dog. Fig.
3-(b) shows the midterm state when rendering strokes,
and Fig. 3-(c) is the final painting of a lovely dog.

(c)

(a)

(b)

Fig.3 Use our system to create a black ink painting

3. Modeling the fibrous
absorbent painting paper

structure

of

As Guo and Kunii described [7], “from the
microscopic pictures of painting paper, we can see that its
detail structure is a fibrous mesh consisting of irregularly
distributed fibers”. The fiber distribution is considered
homogeneously randomness. This means the fiber density
and the average fiber orientation is globally uniform, but
the local fiber density varies irregularly from place to
palace. The irregular variation makes nijimi-rendering
look natural and dynamic.

cos(

Fiber lengh
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4 Generate the fiber meshes that represent the
micro-structure of painting paper. (a) define a fiber;
(b) Evenly subdivide a large field into small circle
regions; (c) Distribute fibers in each small region.
We have represented a single fiber as a curve-line
determined from simple mathematic functions (Fig. 4-(a)).
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A direct way to generate a fiber mesh is to randomly
distribute a lot of such fibers on a large 2-dimensional
field. However, it is difficult to create a global uniform
distribution if only a random function is used, since a
random function leads to a Poisson distribution that is not
uniform. We solved this problem by using an original
algorithm, which contains the following core procedures:
(1) Subdivide the large field into small regions of radius
R.(Fig. 4-(b)).
(2) Decide a center point (x_0, y_0) for each small region,
and distribute D fibers in each small region. For a
particular fiber, its position ( f x , f y ) and
orientation f T are determined by
f x x 0  eR  random  fun ( f x ,2eR )
f y y 0  eR  random  fun ( f y ,2eR )
f T random  fun ( f T , w1  w0)
A fiber, defined as in Fig. 4-(a), is then rotated in f T
angle, and located in the position ( f x , f y ). Here,
positional evenness e takes a value in [0.1, 1.0], D is fiber
distribution
density,
and
random-fun(seed,
specified-range) gives random value in the specified
range. By changing the value of e, it is possible to
concentrate fibers at the center point or diversify fibers
over the small region. By controlling the angles w_0 and
w_1, it is able to make fibers lie in a narrow range of
directions, or lie evenly in all directions from 0 to 360.
Obviously, these parameters enable the users to
introduce intentional control to the generated fiber meshes.
Fig. 5 shows some examples: the left-up is much close to
the fibrous structures of real painting paper, whereas
others are intentionally made different.

(3) While distributing fibers, recording each fiber into a
2D buffer M, which is called “fiber-mesh-data”.
For a fiber mesh of size X by Y, we used a
fiber-mesh-data buffer of X*Y elements. As Fig. 6, for
each point P of the fiber mesh, there are two groups of
data: fiber structure data M 1 M 2 ...M 8 and capillary
structure data S1 S 2 ...S 8 . If P1 P2 ...P8 are the eight
neighbor points of P, Mi represents the number of fibers
passing P and P_i, and S_i represents whether P and P_i
are connecting to form a capillary tube between the two
fibers lying parallel and near enough.

Fig. 5 Examples of computer generated fiber meshes

Fig. 6 The definition of the paper data
The capillary structure data S_i was determined from
M_i. We simply assumed that all the capillary tubes
formed between interlacing fibers had same radius. When
M i t 2 , we assumed that there is capillary tube between
P and P_i, assign S_i = 1; When M_i < 2, S_i = 0,
denoting there was no capillary tube connecting P to P_i.
The capillary structure data S_i is a basis for simulating
nijimi diffusion.

4. The nijimi-rendering algorithm
From the experiments on several types of paper, it is
realized that nijimi images have three basic
characteristics:
(1) On different types of paper, nijimi image shows
different texture that is determined by the fabric
structure of paper. Liquid ink flows along the
capillary tubes formed between interlacing fibers
from one point to another points and this active
flowing process decides nijimi image.
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(2) Because of the deposition of ink particles on fibers, a
gradually decrease in ink density occurs during the
diffusion. We refer this as a "filtering" effect.
(3) The absorbency at each point varies delicately
depending local fiber density.

(a)
( b)
Fig. 7 Our simplifications to practical nijimi diffusion.
we transform a complex case of ink flowing as in (a) to
a simpler case as in (b)
Our nijimi-rendering algorithm is focused on the
physical representation of these characteristics, while
making several simplifications to practical nijimi
diffusion for decreasing calculation cost. We assumed
that: 1) at every point of a fiber mesh, the radius of
capillary tube was the same; 2) the speed of diffusion is
constant. Under the simplifications, we can transform a
complex case of ink flowing as in Fig.7-(a) to a simpler
case as in Fig.7-(b).
We also used several temporal buffers to assist our
implementation.

Fig. 8 The illustration shows the source points and the
points on a diffusion front.
z Source point buffer
The area within the defined stroke boundary is called
“source area” which supplies the liquid ink for nijimi

diffusion. The pixels on the boundary edge of the source
region are called source points. All the source points are
recorded in order by using a buffer, called “source point
buffer”.
For each source point, the buffer saves its index
number, coordinates, the amount of liquid ink kept in it.
The amount depends on the distance from the point to the
starting point of the stroke, the amount of liquid ink
applied to brush, and the width of the stroke.
z Diffusion front buffers
A diffusion front is a collection of points on the
profile of nijimi area at a moment. For each point on a
diffusion front, its coordinates and absorbed liquid-ink
quantity, and the index number of a corresponding source
point were saved.
We used two buffers, “current diffusion-front buffer”
and “next diffusion-front buffer”. The distance between
two succeeding diffusion fronts is one pixel. The time
counter t determines a sequence among the diffusion
fronts. The source points are set t = 0, the first diffusion
front is t = 1, and so on. The essential idea of simulating
ink diffusion is to determine the points on the next
diffusion front when t = k+1 from which on the current
diffusion front when t = k.
Fig. 8 illustrates the difference between the source
and the diffusion front. The source points succeed one to
another, but the pixels of a diffusion front may not,
usually separated in space.
z Paper-state buffer
We used a paper-state buffer to temporally record the
occupation state on the paper-data buffer. The two buffers
have the same size X*Y The paper state buffer saves the
time counter value, which indicates when a point is
occupied. During the implementation of nijimi-diffusion,
the paper-data buffer doesn't change, but the paper-state
buffer varies each time. Before calculating a new
diffusion front, the current diffusion front is saved into the
paper state buffer, and the points on the next diffusion
front buffer are copied into the current diffusion front
buffer. As a result, all of the diffusion fonts are saved in
the paper-state buffer. Fig. 9 illustrates the value of time
counter recorded in the paper-state buffer before and after
a nijimi diffusion process.
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Fig. 9 The value of time counter recorded in the
paper-state buffer before (a) and after a nijimi
diffusion (b)
Here, the values of time counter also represent
occupation state. At the beginning of nijimi diffusion, all
the pixels outside a stroke’s boundary are initialized to be
–1. During nijimi diffusion, some of these pixels are
changed to have a time counter value larger than 0. As a
result, only the pixels not occupied by ink remain to have
the value of –1, such points are assigned the color of paper
(white). For a pixel having a value larger than 0, a gray
tone is determined depending on the density and amount
of ink absorbed on it.
Our nijimi-rendering model consists of three
calculation schemas:
(1) Tree transportation schema determines how liquid
ink flows in a fiber mesh. To indicate the points:
(2) Liquid ink can flow from point P to point P', if there
is capillary tube connecting them, and P' has not got
any ink yet. We call P' the extension point of P, and P
the previous of P'. One point can only have one
previous point, but it can have more than one
extension point.
(3) Liquid ink can flow from point P to zero, one, or
more than one points.
(4) Point P absorbs a maximum amount of liquid ink
Q(p) before it transports liquid ink to other points.

Fig. 10 The main procedures of the nijimi-rendering
algorithm
(5) Source ink quantity variation schema determines how
long a diffusion process will persistent. To indicate
the points:
z If point P absorbed the amount of liquid ink Q(p), the
amount of liquid ink remaining at its source point
decreases by Q(p).
z When all the source points have no liquid ink
remaining, the diffusion process gets stop.
(6) Gray tone calculation schema determines the
intensity for every pixel in the nijimi area.
z Gray tone (or intensity) at each pixel is determined
by the amount and the density of liquid ink absorbed
there, i.e. I = Q(p)*V(p)
z The amount of liquid ink Q(p) is evaluated as a
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statistical function of the number of fibers passing
through the point. See [11] for details.
z The density of liquid ink D(p) is evaluated as a
function of the time counter value and the density of
ink on its corresponding source point.
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Fig.11 Nijimi based on different fiber meshes.
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Fig. 12 ‘One stroke’ in various rendering effects.

Fig.13 A black ink painting created by using our
system
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